News
Many of our engagements involve matters in which our clients face significant public
attention. The following is a list of news stories about the firm, our clients, cases and the
results we have achieved.
Kobre & Kim and IP Litigators Michael Ng, Daniel Zaheer and Michael Rosen
Recognized By IAM Patent 1000
July 9, 2021
Publication: IAM Patent 1000
Kobre & Kim and its intellectual property (IP) lawyers Michael Ng, Daniel Zaheer and Michael
Rosen have been recognized in the latest 2021 IAM Patent 1000, which lists the leading IP law
firms and practitioners around the world.
The rankings placed Kobre & Kim among the top U.S. California litigation firms, citing
“enthusiastic recommendations”: “The firm takes a streamlined approach to patent litigation
and makes things happen fast – there’s no red tape like at larger competitors. Its lawyers are
highly intelligent, driven, strategically focused and creative, constantly coming up with great
ideas and new initiatives to better help their clients.”
Messrs. Ng and Zaheer were both individually ranked as top litigators as well. Mr. Ng was
praised as “calm, thoughtful, open-minded in terms of solutions and an exceptional litigator all
round,” as well as someone who “thoroughly understands the nuances of the litigation funding
world and knows it better than anyone.” Messrs. Ng and Zaheer were applauded for “going up
against the biggest firms and winning substantial cases with lean teams.”
The publication also recognized Mr. Rosen as a recommended expert in Israel, noting his
knowledge of U.S. litigation and extensive network of associates that make him “an
indispensable guide for anyone facing cross-border conflicts.” IAM also quoted recommenders
on his “ability to filter out all the noise and cut to the chase.”
Click here to read the full rankings and recommendations.
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